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where global routing assigns sig- nals to entire FPGA channels, and detailed routing assigns signals to wire 
segments within those channels. 
 
II. Back Ground: 
A.FPGA Architecture: 
 Fig. 1 depicts a basic island-style FPGA. Each LB has a capacity, which represents the number of lookup 
tables (LUTs) and flip-flops that can be contained therein. LBs connect to wire segments through programmable 
switches in the connection blocks (CBs). Wire segments connect to other wire segments using programmable 
switches in the SBs. Connections between LBs are made by turning on the appropriate switches in the SBs and 
CBs. The degree of connectivity inside SBs and CBs is described using the parameters Fs and Fc , respectively. 
Fs describes the number of wire segments coming out of an SB than can be reached by each wire segment 
coming into an SB, on average. In other words, it represents the average fanout of each wire coming into an SB. 
Fc describes the fraction of wire segments in a channel that can be directly reached by an LB pin through a CB. 
Fcin refers to the connectivity to LB input pins while Fcout refers to the connectivity to LB output pins. 
 

 
Fig. 1: FPGA Architecture. 
 
B. FPGA Routing: 
  FPGA routing is one of the most time-consuming stages in the CAD flow. It is responsible for finding 
routes for connections between LBs, using wire segments and program- mable switches. Naturally, no two 
signals may use the same wire segment. The two largest FPGA vendors, Xilinx and Altera, use a variant of the 
PathFinder negotiated congestion routing algorithm in their commercial routers .PathFinder is also used in the 
publicly available VPR FPGA placement and routing framework, which we modified and used in this 
paper.First, all signals in a placed design are routed in the best manner possible (e.g., minimum delay), 
permitting shorts between the signals (two or more signals may use the same wire). Then, the penalties 
associated with the shorts are increased, and the signals are rerouted, avoiding shorts where possible. The 
process of increasing the penalties for shorts and rerouting the signals continues iteratively until all shorts are 
removed and the routing is feasible.VPR PathFinder uses a RR graph to represent the FPGA interconnect. Graph 
nodes represent wire segments, input pins, or output pins. Programmable switches between wires or pins are 
represented as edges between the nodes. Each node has a capacity, which indicates the number of signals it can 
accommodate, and an occupancy, which indicates the number of signals that currently occupy the RR node. 
Routing continues until the occupancy of each node is not greater that its capacity, at which point the routing is 
feasible.  
 
III. Design Flow: 
A. Embedding Stage: 
 The output of the coarsened routing stage is not a complete routing solution because signals are not 
assigned to individual wire segments. A decoarsening or embedding stage must be included in order to generate 
a legal detailed routing solution from the partial solution, assigning each signal to a single wire segment. The 
embedding difficulty depends on the connection patterns of the underlying routing architecture (Gort, M. and 
J.H. Anderson, 2012). If the routing architecture has full connectivity between wires within each wide wire, 
embedding is trivial, since any assignment of signals to tracks is legal. On the other hand, if only one-to-one 
connectivity exists, meaning that a wire segment within a wide wire only connects to a single wire within a 
different wide wire, then it is possible that no legal embedding exists. In such a case, Pathfinder could be rerun 
on an uncoarsened RR graph. A routing with no legal embedding the routes through an SB of four signals (n1, 
n2, n3, n4). In this fig, solid lines indicate wide wires with n = 2. Each is labeled with the signals (up to 2) that 
use it. The wide wires have been expanded (flattened) so that, each solid line represents one wire segment. 
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Observe that no assignment of signals to wire segments can avoid shorts. However, by adding some flexibility 
to the connectivity between the wide wires. 
 It is possible to arrive at a legal embedding. Speculate that an intermediate amount of connectivity will 
allow the vast majority of coarse routing solutions to be embedded while avoiding the significant area overhead 
of having full connectivity between constituent wire segments of connected wide wires. 
  
B. Sat formulation: 
 Formulate the embedding problem as a Boolean SAT problem in the CNF form. Formulation is inspired by 
the SAT-based detailed routing approach presented in which, given a global routing, formulates detailed routing 
as a SAT problem instance. The two types of clauses to represent routing constraints exclusivity constraints and 
liveness constraints. SAT formulation uses the same types of constraints; though express them differently to best 
serve embedding problem. 
 Fig. 2 shows the flow used to evaluate connectivity patterns. Before beginning this flow, we generate coarse 
routes for each benchmark using VPR routing, for each value of n that explore. Regenerating coarse routes saves 
experimentation time, since the first phase of routing does not have to be performed for every SB connectivity 
pattern that explore. The first step in the flow, after having generated coarse routes, is to generate a new SB 
architecture using our Monte Carlo SB generator. A SAT formulation is then generated using the coarse route of 
each benchmark and the SB architecture (Betz, V., 2008). The SAT formulation is then provided as input which 
then produces either a legal routing or else an UNSAT result. 
 

 
Fig. 2: switch block connection flow. 
 
C. Pathfinder style routing algorithm: 
 The pathfinder algorithm is based on the maze router, but speeds up the algorithm by routing every 
connection on a free obstacle environment and allowing routing resources to be overused.  
 After a single iteration of the algorithm, all nets are routed once as if they were the only connection to be 
routed; and the cost of using every resource is calculated according to its demand. Subsequent iterations rip up 
and re-route all nets (McMurchie, L. and C. Ebeling, 1995), and the process goes on until no overuse of routing 
resources exist. This process of ripping out and re-routing every net allows the pathfinder algorithm to minimize 
the net ordering problem of the maze routing. It is responsible for finding routes for connections between LBs, 
using wire segments and programmable switches. Naturally, no two signals may use the same wire segment. 
The two largest FPGA vendors, Xilinx and Altera, use a variant of the PathFinder negotiated congestion routing 
algorithm in their commercial routers. 

 
 
Fig. 3: Negotiated congestion routing flow. 
 
 Fig. 3 gives an overview of the negotiated congestion approach used in the VPR PathFinder. First, all 
signals in a placed design are routed in the best manner possible (e.g., minimum delay), permitting shorts 
between the signals (two or more signals may use the same wire). Then, the penalties associated with the shorts 
are increased, and the signals are rerouted, avoiding shorts where possible. The process of increasing the 
penalties for shorts and rerouting the signals continues iteratively until all shorts are removed and the routing is 
feasible (Luu, J., 2009). 
 PathFinder uses an iterative framework to achieve eliminating congestions and minimizing delay of critical 
paths simultaneously. Unlike the typical two step routing approaches, this algorithm tries both global and 
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detailed routing at the same time. It starts by constructing a routing graph whose topology mirrors the complete 
FPGA routing architecture. Thus, paths in this graph correspond to feasible routes in the FPGA. Using this 
graph, PathFinder uses sophisticated cost functions to search for routing solutions (i.e., paths in the graph) for all 
the nets in a circuit.  
 Although routing resources are initially allowed to be shared among nets, these are eventually assigned to 
most demanding signals in subsequent iterations. The negotiation process through cost functions on congested 
routing resources determines which net needs the corresponding routing resource most. This iteration is repeated 
until no shared routing resource exists. A timing analysis is also performed at every iteration to set a higher 
priority for more timely critical nets. In spite of the fact that all the routes are rerouted in every iteration, the 
reported results were excellent achieving a higher degree of routability as well as shorter critical paths on 
commercial circuits. 
 If a routing solution exists for a given circuit and placement, Pathfinder will eventually converge toward it 
after a sufficient number of iterations. If the problem is unroutable, however, the algorithm may not converge 
and execution must be aborted after a suitable time limit. This convergence problem is inherent to all heuristic 
one-net-at-a time routing algorithms: these algorithms cannot decide the routability of the given circuit 
placement. Even when only a few nets are not routed in a circuit, these algorithms must resort to time-
consuming rip-up-reroute procedures which may or may not lead to a routing solution. The key observation of 
the hybrid algorithm search-SAT is that by combining the PathFinder algorithm with a Boolean SAT-based 
routing formulation, the convergence drawback of PathFinder can be corrected and the applicable circuit size is 
not limited to small-scaled instances. 
 Routing is an important step in the FPGA tool flow. FPGAs have a finite number of discrete routing 
resources, and the effectiveness of an FPGA router directly impacts the performance of an application net list on 
a target device. Path finder is the current, state-of-the-art FPGA routing algorithm. Pathfinder uses an iterative, 
negotiation-based approach to solve the FPGA routing problem. During the first routing iteration, nets are freely 
routed without paying attention to resource sharing. Individual nets are routed using a shortest path graph 
algorithm. At the end of the first iteration, resources are generally congested because multiple nets have shared 
them. During subsequent iterations, the cost of using a resource is increased based on the number of nets that 
share the resource, and the history of congestion on that resource.  
 In effect, nets are made to negotiate for routing resources. If a resource is highly congested, nets that can 
use lower congestion alternatives are forced to do so. On the other hand, if the alternatives are more congested 
than the resource, then a net may still use that resource. Pathfinder has proved to be one of the most powerful 
FPGA routing algorithms to date. Pathfinder’s negotiation-based framework is a very effective technique for 
routing nets on FPGAs. More importantly, Pathfinder is a truly architecture adaptive routing algorithm. The 
algorithm operates on a directed graph abstraction of an FPGA’s interconnect structure, and can thus be used to 
route net lists on any FPGA that can be represented as a directed routing graph. Pathfinder’s adaptability is one 
of the main reasons for its widespread acceptance. 
 
D.Hybrid Path finder style routing algorithm: 
 Including one small term hybrid path finder style routing algorithm. The difference between path finder and 
hybrid path finder is providing the source and destination. From that path finder are not giving any source and 
destination value .But in hybrid path finder style routing already giving the source and destination. In this path 
finder if any error occur in between the source and destination means its once again repeat the signal back to the 
sender .Then the sender send the data to another way. But in this hybrid path finder style routing whether any 
error occur, it will be take another way to reach thedestination there is no need to send the data back to sender. 
 
IV. Simulation Results: 
 Hybrid pathfinder style routing: 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Flow Summary report of hybrid pathfinder style routing. 
 
 Hybrid pathfinder style algorithm use 75 total logic element the total register is 7.Total pin is 258 
 Hybrid pathfinder style algorithm setup time is 7.701ns clock to output time 7.369ns hold time is 3.318ns 
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 Hybrid pathfinder style static thermal power dissipation is 47.40mW. Dynamic thermal power dissipation is 
0mW. Input output thermal power dissipation is 49.75mW.Total thermal power dissipation is 97.16mW. 
 Table 1.shows time power and area of hybrid path finder routing style algorithm .Total power dissipation is 
97.16,setup time is 7.071ns and total LUT is 75. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Timing summary report of hybrid pathfinder style routing. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Power summary report of hybrid pathfinder style routing. 
 
Table I: Power,Area And Time. 

Method Area (LUT) Time (ns) Power (mw) 
Hybrid pathfinder style routing 75 7.071 97.16 

 
 Above the simulation using benchmark file is Intelligent Storage Elements s298.This benchmark totally 
have 75 gates. When the clock, enable input is 1 the routing is done parallel. Right hand side it shows the 
shortest path of our input file. The difference between path finder to hybrid pathfinder is the input, source and 
destination was given only. The bench mark which has the one big circuit from that the value of clk ,enable, a 
in, bin, add out which can be given by directly .All the connection is controlled by the switch matrix for purpose 
using 8*8 matrix for 2d clusterarray .The memory element also storing the value of the result. When the clock, 
enable input is 1 all the operation done in parallelly how they can reach the destination. After that grouping is 
completed. Then the result of shortest path is determined. Then the shortest path value in the rage of 1001, 1010, 
0110, 1111, 0101,1001,0111,0100 
 

 
 
Fig. 7: Hybrid pathfinder style routing output structure.  
 
Conclusion: 
 A successful demonstration of pathfinder style routing in FPGA architecture is designed in VHDL and 
simulated using MODELSIM tool. A dedicated routing logic which organize wide wire clustering by 
maintaining Boolean satisfiability all along. The performance for area, time and power is calculated using 
Quartus synthesizer tool, from these finally conclude that the adopted algorithm optimistically proven to be best 
in every aspect with the simplicity and efficiency of Path finder style algorithm. This technique is found to be 
simpler and highly efficient for Time and Power reduction 
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Future Work: 
 Since all the chip aspect like area, power and time are improved; future work can be focused to reduce the 
routing failure in FPGA nodes by deflecting into alternate path, resulting in the LE size reduction by modifying 
the Lookup table structure thus reducing repetition in LUT entry and improving the area utilization. 
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